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Abstract—This paper proposes an in-network, decentralized
algorithm for determining the qualitative spatial structure of
complex areal objects, which may have multiple disconnected
components. The algorithm determines both the containment
relations between region components and the adjacency relations
between Voronoi regions of those components. Combining this in-
formation yields finer-grained qualitative structure of the region,
specifically where a component is surrounded (rather than strictly
contained) by other region components. Unlike previous work,
the algorithm is able to operate in networks of mobile geosensor
nodes with no access to coordinate information. The algorithm
is evaluated in terms of scalability (communication complexity)
and veracity, with the finding that it performs efficiently and
correctly.

I. INTRODUCTION

Current decentralized algorithms exist to identify contain-
ment trees or adjacency relations of regions monitored by a
geosensor network [1]. These algorithms have the restriction
that the network is static and that nodes are location-aware. In
this paper we present a new decentralized algorithm that is able
to determine information about the qualitative spatial structure
of complex areal objects using geosensor networks where
the nodes are both mobile and have no access to coordinate
information.

Complex areal objects may have multiple disconnected
region components, which in turn may have holes and is-
lands at many levels. Such complex areal objects may be
directly sensed (for example, monitoring the multiple region
components of a pollution spill) or the result of thresholding
continuous fields (for example, monitoring “hot-spots” in a
temperature field). Our algorithm is able to monitor both
the containment relations between region components and
the adjacency relations between Voronoi regions generated
by region components. Further, by combining containment
and adjacency information, our algorithm infers additional
qualitative information about the region structure, specifically
whether a region component is surrounded (even if not strictly
contained) by Voronoi neighbors. Being decentralized, our
algorithm is able to extract this high level knowledge from low
level sensor data provided by individual nodes in the network.

Thus, the key contributions of this paper are:

• a new decentralized (in network) algorithm to deter-
mine containment, Voronoi adjacency, and surrounds
relations between region components in a complex
areal object;

• a thorough evaluation of this algorithm, demonstrating
both its scalability and veracity.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Decentralized monitoring of regions

When representing the structure of areal objects, two
methods immediately present themselves: firstly the contain-
ment tree, which identifies strict containment between region
components; and secondly adjacency relations, identifying
neighboring regions. The containment tree has been shown
by Worboys and Bofakos [2] to be computable using the
boundaries of region components. Duckham et al. [1] demon-
strate that it is possible to compute the containment tree and
adjacency relations of different types of region objects using
decentralized (in-network) algorithms in a static geosensor
network.

Additionally, a string of work has developed techniques
for detecting topological changes in regions as changes in the
containment tree [3]–[8]. Other work has further extended this
approach by adding a third, intermediate category [9], based
on the egg-yoke model [10]. This may be useful in applications
where there is uncertainty or conflict among the sensors at the
boundary of two regions.

The common limitation of all these approaches is that they
require the underlying communication graph of the network
to be known, to remain constant, and to be plane (i.e., links
in the communication graph intersect only at nodes). To
ensure the communication graph is static, the nodes must
not move throughout the execution of the algorithm. For a
plane communication graph to be generated, the coordinate
information for each node must be known.

B. Group movement patterns

Considerable work has already been completed using cen-
tralized approaches to detecting and classifying movement
patterns of mobile objects [11]–[14]. Such movement patterns
include flocking [15], [16], convoys [17], and leadership [18]–
[20]. Some work has also been completed using decentralized
approaches to movement pattern detection. For example, both
flocking [21], [22] and convoys [23] have been detected. While
these approaches do account for movement in the nodes, they
are only capable of discovering movement patterns and not
sensing information about their local environment.



C. Location-free, mobile node based approaches

So far, the algorithms that have been introduced either
require location information and static networks; or they
account for movement in the nodes but are not designed to
sense information about their local environment. There are
however decentralized algorithms that are capable of providing
information about the characteristics of geosensor networks
with mobile nodes without relying on coordinate information.

While location information required for geosensor net-
works is generally taken to mean that the nodes are equipped
with location sensors such as GPS, this is not necessarily
required. Decentralized algorithms have been specified which
use distance estimation to determine the position of nodes in
the network [24]–[27]. These algorithms however assume that
the nodes are static although some work has been completed
which can account for some node mobility [28], [29] Based
on Nagpal et al.’s work [27], Liu et al. [30] devise an
algorithm capable of estimating the distance and therefore
position of mobile nodes on a geosensor network. Other work
has analyzed the effect of different types of node mobility on
these types of algorithms [31].

Work focused on monitoring the health of geosensor net-
work has been conducted based on the Push-Sum algorithm
[32] which spreads a mass value throughout a static network
via gossiping. Measuring how this mass value deviates from
the expected values is used as a proxy for the amount of
communication failures or network “churn” (amount of nodes
entering and leaving the network). This mass-based approach
has been extended to networks with mobile nodes to detect
these communication failures [33], [34] as well as network
churn [35].

An important related aspect of working with geosensor
networks is clustering, which is the partitioning of the network
into a series of regions. Some work has been completed to
account for node mobility when establishing and maintaining
clusters [36], [37]. Using a mass-based approach, Pruteanu and
Dulman [38] devise an algorithm that is able to divide a net-
work of mobile nodes into regions and maintain the positions
of these regions. These regions however do not correspond to
sensed values; other approaches take the closeness of sensed
values into account when partitioning the network [39]. The
key attribute common to these mass based algorithms is that
they are not just capable of running on geosensor networks
with mobile nodes, but actually rely on this mobility to perform
their function. This exploitation of movement through the
exchanging of information is known as the mobility diffusion
effect [21], [29].

D. Summary

It has been argued that decentralized algorithms are cur-
rently capable of detecting structure and changes in the topo-
logical relationships in complex areal objects provided that
the nodes are stationary and that the nodes are aware of their
location. It has also been argued that decentralized algorithms
also exist to monitor movement patterns of mobile nodes, but
not the topological relationships of sensed regions. Finally
decentralized algorithms have been introduced that are capable
of providing information about the characteristics of mobile
geosensor networks without relying on coordinate information,
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Fig. 1. Example complex areal objects with identical containment trees.
Voronoi boundaries are blue and dashed.

but they have not yet been applied to sensing external phenom-
ena. In summary, there is a clear gap in the current research
for decentralized algorithms which qualitatively analyze and
monitor space using geosensor networks where the nodes are
both mobile and coordinate-free.

III. MODEL

The relationships between the individual parts of a complex
areal object can be described using a containment tree [2]. The
object is broken into individual positive regions (islands) and
negative regions (holes), with the unbounded exterior region
serving as the root of the containment tree. Figure 1 shows an
example of how exterior region 1 contains hole 2, which in
turn contains islands 3, 4, 5, 6. Finally, island 3 contains holes
7 and 8.

A further qualitative spatial relation between region com-
ponents is the adjacency relation. Normally, this would be the
pairs of regions which directly border each other (e.g., (posi-
tive) region 3 is adjacent to (negative) regions 2, 7, and 8 in
Figure 1). However, it is the adjacency relations of the Voronoi
regions generated by the boundaries of region components that
are of interest in our study. Specifically, the adjacency relations
between Voronoi regions enable refinements in the qualitative
structure of a complex areal object. For example, Figure 1
shows three different configurations of a complex area object
that have identical containment trees.

However, the adjacency relationships between the Voronoi
regions generated by the (positive and negative) region com-
ponents (blue dashed lines) can be used to distinguish these
configurations. For example, the Voronoi region generated by
positive region 4 has different adjacency relationships in each
of the three subfigures in Figure 1. Combining the information
from the containment tree and the adjacency relations of the
Voronoi regions of positive region components does yield three
different structures, summarized in Figure 2.

Through this combined structure in Figure 2, we can note
that regions 4, 5, and 6 exist in a different configuration for
each of the examples. With reference to Figure 1, we might
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Fig. 2. Combined containment tree and adjacency relations of regions from
Figure 1. Containment edges are black and adjacency edges are blue and
dashed.

intuitively say that region 4 is surrounded by regions 5 and 6
in Figure 1c; surrounded by region 5 in 1b; and not surrounded
by any region in 1a.

More precisely, consider a containment tree C. For a
particular region component c ∈ C, we write level(c) to refer
to its level in the containment tree. The root r of T is defined
to be at level one, level(r) = 1. Node level can be used to
partition T into positive and negative nodes. For example,
assuming the root of the tree is a positive region (as in Figure
1), then the set of positive nodes is {p ∈ C|level(p) is odd}.
Without loss of generality, assume R ⊂ T is the set of all
positive region components in T . The set of Voronoi regions
of the boundaries of these region components is written V (R).
The adjacency relation on V (R) is then a symmetric relation
A ⊆ V (R) × V (R). Finally, we define a distance function
δ : R × R → N+ on A, such that δ(c, c′) is the length of the
shortest path through A from c to c′ (i.e., δ(c, c′) 7→ 0 if c = c′;
δ(c, c′) 7→ 1 if (c, c′) ∈ A; δ(c, c′) 7→ 2 if (c, c′′), (c′′, c′) ∈ A
and (c, c′) 6∈ A; and so forth). We are now ready to define our
surrounds relations as follows:

Definition Consider a region component c ∈ R such that for
all (c, c′) ∈ A, level(c) ≤ level(c′). Then, a region component
s ∈ R is said to partially surround c iff: a. (s, c) ∈ A; and
b. for some r ∈ R such that level(r) < level(s) then δ(s, r) =
δ(c, r)−1. Given set of all region components S that partially
surround p, we say S surrounds p.

Informally, a region component s partially surrounds a
region c if c is Voronoi-adjacent to s, and s is closer to its
containing region component than c by exactly one step in
the shortest path through A. Our surrounds relation provides
the ability to discern more detail about the configuration of
complex areal objects, such as those in Figure 1. We contend
it also accords with human intuition about “surrounding.”

IV. METHODOLOGY

Nodes in a geosensor network have the capability to capture
environmental data from sensors; to compute with this data
using an on-board microcontroller; and to communicate data
using short-range wireless communication. Our algorithm is
designed to operate on geosensor networks, with the following
capabilities:

• Nodes may move;
• Nodes may have no access to coordinate positioning

information;

• Nodes are able to communicate with other nodes
within a fixed distance (i.e., communication distance),
which is considerably shorter than the span of the
network; and

• Nodes’ sensors are able to detect whether they are
currently over a positive or negative region component
(i.e., sensor function s : V 7→ {0, 1}).

Using these specifications, the algorithm described below
is capable of subdividing a complex areal object into its com-
ponent regions; determining its containment tree and Voronoi
adjacency relations; and detecting any surrounded regions.

A. Algorithm approach

The pseudo-code implementation of these algorithms is
based on the specification-style of Santoro [40] and extended
in [41]. This approach defines node behavior and interactions
using the components: restrictions (assumptions made about
the environment); events (when a sensor trigger is activated
or a message is received); actions (responses to events); and
states (which allow nodes to respond to events with different
actions, depending on their history of previous interactions).
To distinguish global functions from an individual node’s local
knowledge of that function, we use the following notation:
a global function f(v), v ∈ V , may be rewritten as a local
function f̊ , where the node v is clear from the context. For
simplicity, the algorithm has been broken up into five modules
based on function:

1. Region: Initialize the network using leader election
to select and distribute unique ids for each (positive
or negative) region component in the network. Each
node sets their node id as their region id (rid) before
broadcasting it to their neighbors along with their
sensed value. Nodes receiving this message with the
same sensed value (i.e., nodes within the same region
component) will either discard the message if the
region id is higher; or set the received id as the new
region id and rebroadcast the message if the id is
lower. Upon completion, the lowest node id in each
region will be set as the region id.

2. Voronoi: Using hop count flooding, determine the
approximate Voronoi boundaries between positive and
between negative region components. Nodes on the
boundary of regions (i.e., nodes which have a neighbor
with a different sensed value) broadcast a hop count
along with their sensed value and the region id of
the adjacent region component (i.e., the region id of
a neighbor with a different sensed value). Each node
receiving this message with the same sensed value will
add the hop count and region id to their boundary
table (Bt) before incrementing the hop count and
rebroadcasting the message. Nodes receiving another
of these messages with the same region id will only
update and broadcast these records the hop count is
lower. The Voronoi boundaries will lie at nodes where
the hop counts from neighboring regions are equal. As
the nodes are mobile, this must be rerun periodically.

3. Adjacency: Using surprise flooding, propagate the
Voronoi-adjacency relations to all nodes within a



region component. Using the boundary table from
module 2, nodes which have determined that they are
on a Voronoi boundary will add this to their Voronoi-
adjacency table (At) and broadcast this adjacency pair
to their neighbors along with their sensed value. Nodes
receiving this message with the same sensed value will
either ignore the message if they already have the pair,
otherwise they will add it to their Voronoi-adjacency
table and rebroadcast the message.

4. Containment: Using surprise flooding from a node on
the outermost region of the object, generate a segment
of the containment tree for each region (as parent and
children) as well as detect any surrounded regions
and add them to the surrounds table (St).

5. Movement: Whenever a node moves to a different
region, have that node request information from neigh-
bors in the new region in order to keep the information
obtained from modules 3 and 4 updated.

B. Restrictions

For our algorithm to work reliably, some further restrictions
must first be defined. To initialize the algorithm, module 1
requires that all nodes in a region make up a stationary,
connected sub-graph, otherwise superfluous regions will be
detected. Other restrictions to the algorithm include density
based restrictions and communication speed based restrictions.

For module 1, there must be at least one node in each
region and the communication distance must be smaller than
the smallest distance between any two positive or negative
region components. If these restrictions are not met, too few
regions will be detected. Module 2 requires that enough nodes
be present to demarcate the Voronoi boundary, otherwise nodes
will select an incorrect region id when changing regions. For
module 5, node density must be high enough such that nodes
changing regions have neighbors in the new region, otherwise
the nodes will select an incorrect region id.

For module 2, communication speed is assumed to be
substantially faster than speed of movement, otherwise nodes
may have changed regions before the module has had time to
update. If this restriction is not also met for modules 3 and
4, errors in the adjacency relations and containment tree will
occur.

C. Implementation

The algorithm was implemented using the NetLogo simula-
tion environment [42], with simulated objects moving accord-
ing to a correlated random walk over a variety of complex
areal objects. A correlated random walk was chosen as the
movement pattern for the nodes as it provides a simple approx-
imation of many natural movement patterns, for example as
observed in herd animals [43], [44]. Figure 3 shows snapshots
of modules 1 and 2 running on the complex areal object from
Figure 1c contrasted with the expected results.

D. Module 4, Containment

Modules 1, 2, 3 and 5 are relatively straightforward to
implement, by the adaptation of existing algorithms covered
extensively in the literature [40], [41]. Consequently, for space

reasons only module 4 will be covered in more detail here.
From modules 1, 2, and 3, each node now knows the ids of
the region component it is in (rid) the regions adjacent to it
(Bt) and the Voronoi adjacencies of those regions (At). Each
node is now tasked with generating the local segment of the
containment tree (i.e., determining the region’s parent and
children) as well as any surrounds relations between these
regions. Recall that the rule for detecting surrounded regions
is that a region is considered surrounded if there exists no
direct link in the adjacency relations between it and the region
higher in the containment tree. This illustrates the inherently
decentralized nature of the algorithm, as it is only nodes
in regions between the surrounded and surrounding region
components that have all the information necessary to compute
the answer.

To aid in explanation, the complex areal object in Figure
1c will be used as an example. The module begins with the
injection of a message to a node on the outermost region of the
form (cont, -1, 1). This message will allow all nodes in region
1 to select -1 as their parent and {2} as their children. Once
the message reaches region 2, the parent will be set to 1, the
children will be set to {3, 4, 5, 6}, and the message will change
to (cont, 1, 2). Using their knowledge of the containing region
(parent) and the Voronoi-adjacency relations (At), the nodes
will then compute the distance from the containing region to
each of the children and therefore detect that regions 5 and 6
surround region 4.

Module 4 Containment tree propagation

1: Local variables: Region id rid : V → N ∪ {−1}, as determined
by Module 1, Boundary table Bt = 〈bid : N, hop : N〉, as
determined by Module 2, Voronoi-adjacency table At = 〈rida :
N, ridb : N〉, as determined by Module 3, parent : V →
N ∪ {−1}, initialized to ˚parent := ∅; children : V → 2N,
initialized to ˚children := ∅, Surrounds table, St = 〈S : (set of
surrounding regions), c : (surrounded region)〉, initialized with
zero records.

REGN
2: Receiving (cont, p′, rid′)
3: if ˚parent = ∅ AND p′ 6= r̊id then
4: if r̊id = rid′ then
5: set ˚parent := p′

6: broadcast (cont, p′, rid′)
7: else
8: set ˚parent := rid′

9: broadcast (cont, rid′, r̊id)
10: set ˚children := SELECT bid FROM Bt WHERE bid 6=

˚parent
11: Detect any surrounds relations and insert into St

V. RESULTS

The algorithm was then tested in terms of scalability and
veracity.

A. Experiment 1A: Scalability of algorithm

When evaluating scalability, the primary concern is how the
amount of communication is affected by an increase in network
size. This is because the nodes will have limited battery supply
and wireless communication uses by far the most energy of any
of the nodes’ systems.



a. Expected regions. b. Observed regions obtained from implementing module 1.
Network size of 5000 used.

c. Expected Voronoi regions. d. Observed Voronoi regions obtained from implementing mod-
ule 2. Network size of 5000 used, black nodes are on the
boundary.

Fig. 3. Expected and observed regions and Voronoi boundaries for the complex areal object originally displayed in Figure 1c

To examine scalability, a simulation environment consisting
of four square alternating positive and negative region com-
ponents was used. Each region was 20 patches (a square of
arbitrary size used in NetLogo) in length giving a total world
size of 80×20 patches. The world wrapped both horizontally
and vertically (i.e., projected onto a torus) to eliminate any
edge effects. Additionally, the world size remained constant
while the network size increased, leading to increasing node
density. The communication distance was set to 5 patches,
meaning that only nodes within 5 patches of each other could
communicate. The total number of messages sent by the
network was recorded for each module 100 times for each
network size, leading to a total of 400 experiments being run.
Between modules 4 and 5, the nodes were allowed to move 5
patches in any direction. This allowed for approximately half
of all nodes to change regions. Because each module performs
a different task, there will be variations between the number
of messages sent and how this will scale with network size.

From Figure 4 and Table I, we infer modules 2, 3, and 4
scale linearly whereas modules 1 and 5 are quadratic in the
number of nodes. This is expected for modules 2–4 as they are
all based on flooding algorithms which also scale linearly. It is
also expected that module 1 scales as a quadratic function as
the worst case scenario, for the number of messages sent can
be calculated by the following formula for each region in the
network:

∑d
i=0(n− i) where n is the number of nodes in the

sub-network covering the region and d is the sub-network’s
diameter.

The number of messages sent by module 3 can be cal-
culated exactly. For each region component, the number of
messages sent equals the number of nodes in the region mul-
tiplied by the number of Voronoi boundaries intersecting the
region component. Because each region has a single Voronoi
boundary in the experiment, the number of messages sent will
always equal the number of nodes. More complicated objects,
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Fig. 4. Scalability of communication in terms of the total number of messages
sent using increasing density and constant area.

TABLE I. SCALABILITY TABLE OF FIGURES 4 AND 5.

Increasing density Constant density
Regression R2 Regression R2

1. Region y = 1.97x1.16 0.99 y = 5.19x 0.99

2. Voronoi y = 5.61x 0.99 y = 5.02x 0.99

3. Adjacency y = x 1.00 y = x 1.00

4. Containment y = x 1.00 y = x 1.00

5. Movement y = 0.005x1.97 0.99 y = 1.52x 0.99

such as the ones in Figure 1 will produce more messages.
Module 4 utilizes a specific type of flooding where each node
sends a single message, meaning that the number of messages
sent will always equal the number of nodes in the network,
regardless of the configuration of the regions.

The number of messages sent by module 5 was expected
to scale linearly as it is dependent on the number of nodes
changing regions, which increases with network size. However,
module 5 also involves requesting information from neighbors.
The number of neighbors also increases with network size, due
to increasing node density. Hence, combining both of these
factors resulted in quadratic growth for the module’s scalability
instead of linear.

B. Experiment 1B: Scalability of algorithm with constant
density

For the next experiment, every time the number of nodes
was doubled, the number of region components and area of
the simulation environment was also doubled. By increasing
the area as well as the number of regions in proportion to the
number of nodes, the node density was held constant while still
maintaining the same-sized regions. Again, a communication
distance of 5 was used and between modules 4 and 5, the
nodes were allowed to move 5 patches in any direction.

From Figure 5 and Table I, modules 1 and 5 now scale
linearly while modules 2, 3 and 4 remain unchanged. This is
expected as node density remained constant in this experiment.

C. Experiment 2A: Veracity of module 1

When discussing the veracity of an algorithm, it is impor-
tant to first define the conditions the algorithm will function
under. For module 1, we assume that there will be at least one
node in each region, with all nodes in the region making up a
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Fig. 5. Scalability of communication in terms of the total number of messages
sent using constant density and increasing area.
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Fig. 6. Connected test for module 1.

connected sub-graph. We also assume that the communication
distance will be smaller than the smallest distance between any
two positive or any two negative region components. If the
distance is larger, then it is possible that two separate regions
will be falsely counted as one, which is a type of error known
as a granularity effect.

To test that the algorithm functions, module 1 was run with
the same region configuration as the first scalability experiment
under a variety of network sizes and communication distances,
with the percentage of nodes with the correct region id
being recorded. Six network sizes were chosen as well as
communication distances between 1 and 30 patch widths. The
average of 100 runs for each of these configurations was used,
leading to a total of 18,000 experimental runs. Recall that each
region is a square of 20×20 patches so any communication
distance over 20 patches will lead to two regions sharing the
same id. When two regions share the same id, all nodes within
these regions were logged as having no correct region id.

From Figure 6, it can be seen that there is poor performance
at low communication distances for all network sizes, meaning
that the network is too sparsely populated for all nodes within
a region to be connected. The performance of larger networks
improves faster with increasing communication distance but
drops rapidly after a distance of 20 patches for all network
sizes. This drop is due to the effect of network granularity,
which is causing regions to share the same id.

From this graph, we can conclude that both communication
distance and network size influence module 1’s performance
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Fig. 7. Speed test for module 5.

although communication distance has the greater effect. This
experiment illustrates the type of trade-offs which occur when
using decentralized approaches. In this case it is between node
size and communication distance. For example, a network size
of 25 and a communication distance of 14 produces results
which are as accurate as having a network size of 800 and
a communication distance of 3. Specifically, as transmission
costs increase rapidly with communication distance, it may be
more cost effective to increase the network size and decrease
the communication distance.

D. Experiment 2B: Veracity of module 5

For module 5 to work correctly, a node must know the
correct id of the Voronoi region it is in, as well as the
correct region id prior to changing regions. For this to occur,
nodes traveling between positive or between negative regions
must have their Voronoi region id updated after they have
crossed the Voronoi boundary but before they have changed
regions. To ensure that the Voronoi boundary is in the correct
location, module 2 must be rerun periodically. Assuming that
the communication speed of module 2 is much faster than
movement speed of the nodes, we can determine how often
the hop count must be run. If we let d be the shortest distance
between any two positive or negative region components, s
be the maximum speed of the nodes and r be the Voronoi
refresh interval, then the following formula can predict the
largest refresh interval needed to ensure that the algorithm runs
correctly: r ≤ d

2s

For this experiment, the region configuration is the same
as the first scalability experiment, meaning that the minimum
distance between any two positive or negative region com-
ponents is 20 patches. Setting the node speed to 1 patch
per second, we can then assume that any refresh interval
up to once every 10 seconds will be capable of producing
correct results. This is assuming that the node density is
high enough such that nodes will cross a Voronoi boundary
between positive or between negative region components. This
experiment has been run with four network sizes and Voronoi
refresh intervals between 1 and 30. Again, the average of 100
runs for each of these configurations was used, leading to a
total of 12,000 experimental runs. Each run allowed for 10
rounds of communication (i.e.: that the hop message was sent
10 times). Communication distance was set at 5 patch widths
and nodes moved according to a correlated random walk.

a. b. c.

1 23 1 23 1 25

4

Fig. 8. Example where surrounds is a precursor to topological change. At
time a, regions 1 and 2 are adjacent. At time b, region 2 surrounds region 1.
At time c, region 3 has split into regions 4 and 5, with region 2 containing
region 1.

From Figure 7, it can be seen that given a sufficient node
density (in this case, a network size of 200 or greater), the
module will produce the correct results up to a refresh interval
of approximately 12, after which the accuracy drops. It is
interesting to note that the refresh interval producing correct
results was larger than the calculated interval of 10. This
difference is expected as the formula assumes that nodes will
follow the shortest path between positive or between negative
region components which is not the case in the experiments
as the nodes move according to a correlated random walk.
From this graph, we can conclude that while network size and
the refresh interval of module 2 both influence module 5’s
performance, selecting a refresh interval close to the calculated
refresh interval and a node density that allows sufficient
communication of module 2’s message will always produce
accurate results.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

This work has developed a decentralized algorithm for
determining the containment tree, Voronoi-adjacency, and sur-
rounds relation for a complex areal object monitored by a
geosensor network. The results show the algorithm is scalable
and reliable. Future work includes testing the validity of the
results under various conditions such as different movement
patterns, local node density, communication distances, region
shapes as well as failures in both communication and senors.
This will help to determine precisely under which conditions
the algorithm can be expected to produce reliable results.

Additionally, the long term focus of this work is in ex-
tending the algorithm to handle cases of dynamic regions and
to track their topological changes. Because the algorithm has
been designed with the assumption of node mobility, only rules
for the detection of region appearance, disappearance, merging,
and splitting will need to be developed.

It is anticipated that the surrounds relationships may be
precursors to topological change, such as shown in Figure 8.
If this is the case, this algorithm should be able to anticipate
such events which has far reaching applications, to domains
such as early warning systems in disaster management.
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